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1. Introduction  
Masks are mandatory for the public to wear when carrying out activities in public spaces during the 

Covid-19 pandemic [1]. The use of masks can help inhibit the spread of Covid-19 because it can be used 
as a barrier for droplets that come out of the mouth [2]. Therefore, the correct use of masks that cover 
the nose, mouth and chin needs to be applied so that the mask functions optimally [3]. Even so, based 
on facts in the field, there are still often people who do not use masks or use masks incorrectly [4]. 
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 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have gained significant traction in 
the field of image categorization, particularly in the domains of health and 
safety. This study aims to categorize the utilization of face masks, which is 
a vital determinant of respiratory health. Convolutional neural networks 
(CNNs) possess a high level of complexity, making it crucial to execute 
hyperparameter adjustment in order to optimize the performance of the 
model. The conventional approach of trial-and-error hyperparameter 
configuration often yields suboptimal outcomes and is time-consuming. 
Genetic Algorithms (GA), an optimization technique grounded in the 
principles of natural selection, were employed to identify the optimal 
hyperparameters for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The 
objective was to enhance the performance of the model, namely in the 
classification of photographs into two categories: those with face masks and 
those without face masks. The convolutional neural network (CNN) 
model, which was enhanced by the utilization of hyperparameters adjusted 
by a genetic algorithm (GA), demonstrated a commendable accuracy rate 
of 94.82% following rigorous testing and validation procedures. The 
observed outcome exhibited a 2.04% improvement compared to models 
that employed a trial and error approach for hyperparameter tuning. Our 
research exhibits exceptional quality in the domain of investigations 
utilizing Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Our research integrates 
the resilience of Genetic Algorithms (GA), in contrast to previous studies 
that employed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) or conventional 
machine learning models without adjusting hyperparameters. This unique 
approach enhances the accuracy and methodology of hyperparameter 
tuning in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). 
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Authorities have attempted to monitor and regulate the use of masks, but due to the large monitoring 
area and the large number of people to monitor, these efforts have been ineffective.  

Artificial intelligence can be used to classify the use of masks automatically due to differences in 
distinctive characteristics between the faces of mask users and not [5], [6]. Research related to the 
classification of mask use has been carried out using three types of machine learning algorithms, namely 
Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Ensemble [7]. From this study, the SVM algorithm 
showed the highest accuracy result, which was 99%. To obtain this accuracy, the researchers concluded 
that image classification using machine learning  algorithms requires additional processes to extract 
features and requires  a long training time. Another study was conducted by designing and using the 
SRCNet deep learning  algorithm [3]. SRCNet is a combination of CNN which is known to have a high 
ability to classify two-dimensional data and Super Resolution networks so that it is able to classify low-
resolution images well. The results obtained from the study amounted to 98.70%.  

CNN itself performs well in classification due to its flexible architecture [8], [9]. The ability to extract 
features automatically and the number of layers and neurons that can be adjusted according to needs are 
the advantages of CNN. But because of this flexibility, finding the best combination of hyperparameters 
to produce the optimal model was a challenge at CNN [10]. Manual adjustment  of hyperparameters is 
a difficult and time-consuming task due to the large number of possible combinations sought [11]. 
Therefore, some studies utilize search and optimization algorithms to automatically search for  optimal 
hyperparameter combinations.  

Some studies that have been conducted to look for combinations of  CNN hyperparameters include 
using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method  [12], Bayesian Optimization (BO) [13], and 
Parameter-Setting-Free Harmony Search (PSF-HS) [14]. Although they work differently, the results 
obtained from each study show that automatic hyperparameter  tuning can improve the accuracy of the 
model created. In addition to these methods, there is also a Genetic Algorithm (GA) which has been 
widely applied to optimize other classification algorithms such as LSTM  [15] as  well as SVM  [16], RF 
[17], Adaboost [18], and KNN [11]. Compared to other optimization algorithms, GA has a more reliable 
ability to optimize complex search problems and has a large search space because it works by forming a 
population [11].   

Enhanced technical solutions are needed to facilitate efficient and real-time monitoring of mask usage 
in public settings, given the global health landscape and the significance of this practice. However, the 
in the previous study, Observational data highlighted issues of non-compliance and improper mask usage 
among the public, and determining the optimal combination of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
hyperparameters presents challenges due to its vast possibilities, prompting research into automation 
solutions. In order to fulfill this requirement, our study integrates two sophisticated algorithms, namely 
CNN and Genetic Algorithm (GA), to develop an innovative categorization model.  

CNNs have demonstrated significant advancements in the field of picture categorization, particularly 
in the domain of facial recognition. In this experiment, CNN has been meticulously designed to identify 
masks in facial picture data. CNNs possess significant computational capabilities; yet, optimizing their 
hyperparameters has been shown to enhance their overall performance. Genetic algorithms (GA), 
renowned for its utilization of natural evolution as a source of inspiration, are employed to optimize the 
hyperparameters of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The integration of these factors guarantees 
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an enhanced level of sensitivity and specificity in the model's classification of mask usage. This distinctive 
combination serves two objectives. The proposed methodology has the potential to significantly decrease 
both false positives and false negatives by improving accuracy in precisely measuring mask compliance. 
Furthermore, the utilization of optimization techniques enhances the accuracy and efficiency of 
categorization, rendering it well-suited for real-time applications. The present study has promise for 
enhancing the monitoring of mask wear and promoting public health safety. 

2. Method 
There are several main stages carried out in research, namely data collection, data preprocessing, 

model making, testing, and system creation. Fig. 1 illustrates the process of developing the proposed 
model. The initial stage of the process involves the collection of data, which encompasses the capture 
and tagging of datasets. In the process of data preprocessing, the data undergoes three specific operations: 
grayscaling, resizing, and normalization. Following the preprocessing stage, the process of Model 
Development commences by implementing data augmentation techniques and subsequently dividing 
the dataset into separate training and validation sets. The data that has been supplied is subjected to 
processing using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that has been genetically tweaked.  

 
Fig. 1. Research Method 
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The model undergoes continuous evaluation based on established criteria, and if it does not meet the 
criteria, more optimization efforts are pursued. The optimal model undergoes data validation following 
its derivation. During the System employment phase, the model is capable of detecting faces and 
accurately classifying the usage of masks, subsequently presenting the obtained classification findings. 
The evaluation of the model's performance is conducted during the Testing phase, where a confusion 
matrix is utilized to derive the ultimate results. 

2.1. Data Collection 
The data used in this study is facial image data with three conditions, namely faces without masks 

(no mask), faces with the use of the right mask (right mask) and faces with the use of the wrong mask 
(wrong mask). This study used 3,223 data sourced from the internet (Real-World Masked Face Dataset 
and Larxel Dataset) as well as primary data taken directly by researchers. Data is differentiated based on 
mask wearing conditions with details of 1000 no  mask data, 1277 right  mask data, and 946 wrong mask 
data. An example of the data used can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 

 
No Mask 

 
 
 
Right Mask 

 
 

 
Wrong Mask 

 
 

Fig. 2. Sample Data 

2.2. Data Preprocessing 
Data preprocessing is a stage to process data before being processed into the algorithm used [19]. 

The purpose of data preprocessing is so that the data has conformity with the rules on the algorithm 
used [20]. Data preprocessing in this study consists of three stages, namely grayscaling, resizing, and 
normliztion [21]. Grayscaling is a process for changing the color of RGB images to gray. Resizing is the 
process of changing the pixel size of an image. In this study, all image data will be converted into a size 
of 96 x 96 pixels. While normalization is the process of changing pixels that have a value between 0-255 
to 0-1. 

2.3. Model Creation 
Making models in this study was carried out to produce machine learning  models that will be used 

to classify the use of masks. Before the model is created, the data is first divided into three parts, namely 
training  set of 70%, validation set  of 20%, and testing of 10  %. After   that, the training set and 
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validation set that will be used for training are subjected to  a 20-degree rotation  augmentation process, 
0.2 times shear, 0.2 times zoom, and horizontal flip. 

2.3.1. Convolutional Neural Network 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning  algorithm specifically designed to handle 

two-dimensional data [22]. In general, CNN architecture is divided into two parts, namely feature 
learning and classification [23]. Feature learning is composed of several layers such as convolution layer, 
activation  layer, and pooling layer. The function of each layer in feature learning is to take characteristics 
from an input. While the classification section  is composed of several layers that are fully connected 
with other layers and function to produce output. The architecture designed in this study consists of 4 
feature extraction  blocks where each block is composed of a convolution  layer, activation layer, and 
pooling layer. In addition, the classification  section is composed of an input layer / flatten, two hidden 
layers, and an output layer. An illustration of CNN's network architecture [24] in this study can be seen 
in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. CNN Architecture 

The input is a preprocessed image  that has a size of 96 x 96 pixels. The pixel value in  the input  
image will be inserted into  the convolution layer and convolution operations are performed with  n  x 
n size filters so that it will produce a feature map. The equation for carrying out the  convolution process 
at the convolution layer can be seen in equation 1. 

𝐶𝑛 = ∑ (𝑁(𝑖,𝑗)𝐹
(𝑖,𝑗)

) + 𝑏𝐹   () 

The variable 𝐶𝑛 represents the value of the feature map at the nth index, which is obtained by 
applying a filter to an image. The matrix 𝑁 represents the input image, with each member denoting the 
brightness or color information of a pixel. The filter matrix, denoted as 𝐹, is utilized to perform image 
processing operations aimed at extracting specific features. The symbol 𝑏𝐹 is used to denote the 
refractive value within the filter, which may function as an offset or bias after convolution. The indices 
𝑖 and 𝑗 are employed to traverse the pixel positions within the input image matrix 𝑁 and the filter matrix 
𝐹, respectively, enabling operations such as convolution. 

After getting a feature map , the next process is the use of the activation function at the activation 
layer. One of the existing activation functions is ReLU which will produce positive outputs. The 
equation of the ReLU activation function can be seen in equation 2. 
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ReLU𝑥 =  {
0 if, x <  0 

x if, x ≥  0
   () 

Then the results of the activation  layer will be entered and processed in  the pooling layer. The type 
of  pooling operation used in this study is max pooling with an equation formula as contained in equation 
3. 

  ĉ =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝐶}                   (3) 

After finishing with the feature extraction layer, the next step is to change the output form that was 
originally two-dimensional to one-dimensional and perform calculation operations on  the hidden layer 
with the equation formula as stated in Equation 4. 

𝑧𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  𝑤𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑏𝑗, 𝑗 = 0,1,2,3, … 𝑡   () 

The variable 𝑧𝑗  denotes the output, which is a function dependent on multiple parameters within a 
neural network layer. The term 𝑏 represents the bias, which is a fixed value added to the product of 
inputs and weights in order to adjust the activation function and impact the output of the network. The 
variable 𝑛 denotes the overall quantity of data following the flattening procedure, whereas 𝑥 signifies the 
specific flattened value, typically employed to convert a multi-dimensional input into a one-dimensional 
format. The symbol 𝑤 denotes the weight parameter in a neural network, serving to scale the input and 
influence the magnitude of the signal. Finally, the symbol 𝑗 represents the quantity of target nodes or 
units that exist in the completely connected layer. This layer gets input from all neurons in the preceding 
layer. 

And the last process in the CNN Algorithm is the calculation of the probability of each class using 
the equation in Equation 5. 

𝜎(𝑧)𝑗 =  
𝑒

𝑧𝑗

∑ 𝑒𝑧𝑘𝐾
𝑘=1

   () 

Information : 

The symbol 𝜎 represents the likelihood of an input being assigned to a particular class, as determined 
by a designated activation or classification function. The symbol 𝑧 represents the linear equation that 
corresponds to the pre-activation function. This equation calculates the weighted sum of inputs and 
biases prior to the application of the activation function. The symbol 𝑗 is used to represent a particular 
class from the set of available classes, which is represented as 𝐾. In the context of the classification issue, 
the symbol 𝑘 represents the cardinality of the set of distinct classes. This value serves as a reference point 
for determining the number of potential outcomes or labels that can be ascribed to a given input. 

2.3.2. Algorithm Genetics 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) [25], [26] are used to search for combinations of CNN hyperparameters  

[27], [28] that produce the most optimal accuracy. Based on the predetermined CNN architecture, in 
this study there are fourteen hyperparameters that will be optimized.  

The hyperparameters consist of  four filters, four kernel sizes, two hidden layer units, two dropouts, 
an activation function, and an optimizer.  Details of hyperparameters and ranges of values to be searched 
can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Hyperparameter CNN 

Hyperparameter Value 
Filter 32, 64, 128, 256 

Kernel size 3, 5 
Dropout 0.1 – 0.7 

Unit hidden layer 32, 64, 128, 256 
Activation layer ReLU, ELU 

Optimizer  RMSprop, Adam 
 

When attempting to optimize the hyperparameters of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) using 
the Genetic Algorithm (GA), it is necessary to adhere to a structured methodology. The population is 
initially established by generating 'n' random chromosomes. Subsequently, the fitness value of each 
chromosome is computed in order to assess their efficacy. New populations are generated by employing 
selection reproduction operators, crossovers, and mutations. The aforementioned cyclical process persists 
until a sufficient number of chromosomes is attained, hence enabling the formation of a new population. 
The process of assessing chromosomes is thereafter reiterated. It is necessary to determine whether the 
termination condition has been satisfied. Once the user is content with the outcome, the process comes 
to a stop, resulting in the optimal solution. In addition, the process of generating new populations and 
subsequently evaluating them is repeated. 

In this study the number of chromosomes used is 10, the function to calculate  the fitness value of a  
chromosome is validation loss, the parent chromosome selection technique  is rank selection or selecting 
parent chromosomes based on the highest fitness  value, the number of parent chromosomes is 5, and 
the criteria for stopping or maximum generation is 8. 

3. Results and Discussion 
This section will describe testing of completed research. The testing phase aims to determine the 

success rate of the built model. Testing in this study was carried out by creating a confusion matrix to 
calculate the value of the evaluation indicator used, namely accuracy. The confusion matrix  table in this 
study will display the values  of True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False 
Negative (FN) of each class, namely TM (Without Mask), MB (True Mask), and MS (Wrong Mask).  

Tests were carried out on  CNN models with manually tuned hyperparameter values and CNN models 
with hyperparameter  values  sought using GA optimization. Model testing conducted in this study was 
each repeated 10 times to determine the stability of the model against data distribution. The data used 
to test the model  is testing  data which amounts to 10% of the total data, which is 323. 

3.1. CNN Confusion Matrix without GA optimization 
CNN hyperparameters that are manually tuned without GA optimization have values of 32  filters at 

convolutional layer 1, 64  filters at convolutional layer 2, 128  filters  at  convolutional layer 3, 256 filters 
at convolutional  layer 4, kernel size   at 3, ReLU activation function    at   each convolutional  layer, 
128  units in hidden  layer 1, 64 units in hidden layer 2, 0.5 for each dropout, and optimizer Adam. 
From this architecture, the CNN model produces 1,576,067 parameters and the accuracy results of each 
experiment can be seen in Table 2 . 
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Table 2.  Confusion Matrix CNN 

Iteration TP TN FP FN Accuracy 
TM MB MS TM MB MS TM MB MS TM MB MS 

1 96 111 92 215 193 214 5 12 7 7 7 10 92.56% 
2 100 117 79 210 188 221 5 9 13 8 9 10 91.64% 
3 93 126 84 221 182 223 5 8 7 4 7 9 93.80% 
4 104 115 74 202 185 229 16 9 5 1 14 15 90.71% 
5 104 107 95 211 204 214 5 6 6 3 6 8 94.73% 
6 84 121 99 230 186 211 6 4 9 3 12 4 94.11% 
7 99 141 59 215 164 243 7 11 6 2 7 15 92.56% 
8 98 117 87 214 191 220 10 3 8 1 12 8 93.49% 
9 99 131 66 206 172 241 6 15 6 12 5 10 91.64% 
10 101 130 68 212 173 237 3 14 7 7 6 11 92.56% 

Average 92.78% 
 

Table 2 displays the outcomes of 10 iterations conducted for a classification job. It gives the 
breakdown of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN) 
among three distinct categories: TM, MB, and MS. Throughout the 10 repetitions, the accuracy of the 
classification exhibits minor fluctuations. As an illustration, during the initial version, TM possessed 96 
TP, MB possessed 111 TP, and MS possessed 92 TP. In a similar vein, the true negatives (TN), false 
positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) for the aforementioned categories were recorded as 215, 5, and 
7; 193, 12, and 7; and 214, 7, and 10, respectively. Consequently, the resulting accuracy was calculated 
to be 92.56%. The accuracy of each iteration exhibits variability, with the minimum recorded at 90.71% 
during the fourth iteration and the maximum seen at 94.73% during the fifth iteration. Upon calculating 
the mean accuracy across all iterations, it is determined that the total average accuracy is roughly 92.78%. 

3.2. Confusion Matrix CNN with GA optimization 
The application of GA to the CNN architecture that was built produces hyperparameter values of 32 

filters on convolutional layer 1, 256 filters on convolutional layer 2, 64 filters on convolutional layer 3, 
64 filters on convolutional layer 4, kernel size of 3, ReLU activation function on each each convolutional 
layer, 256 units for hidden layer 1 and hidden layer 2, 0.5 for dropout 1, 0.3 for dropout 2, and Adam 
optimizer. From this architecture, the CNN model produces 915,395 parameters and the accuracy results 
for each experiment can be seen in Table 3. 

Table 3.  Confusion Matrix CNN-GA 

Iterasi TP TN FP FN Accuracy 
TM MB MS TM MB MS TM MB MS TM MB MS 

1 92 122 89 222 185 219 2 6 12 7 10 3 93.80% 
2 88 128 94 229 186 218 4 8 1 2 1 10 95.97% 
3 86 123 96 228 188 212 5 4 9 4 8 6 94.42% 
4 82 132 86 231 173 219 7 14 2 3 4 16 92.87% 
5 90 128 91 228 185 219 3 6 5 2 4 8 95.66% 
6 108 119 79 204 195 230 7 7 3 4 2 11 94.73% 
7 86 133 88 229 178 223 4 5 7 4 7 5 95.04% 
8 102 113 91 213 200 216 1 3 13 7 7 3 94.73% 
9 113 118 75 201 193 224 7 8 2 2 4 11 94.73% 
10 97 121 93 220 194 220 5 3 4 1 5 6 96.28% 

Average 94.82% 
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Table 3 is a table that displays the prediction results of the CNN model with hyperparameter  values 
obtained from optimization using GA and accuracy values from each experiment. The table shown offers 
a detailed summary of the observed outcomes of categorization throughout 10 iterations. The document 
provides a detailed breakdown of the quantities of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False 
Positives (FP), and False Negatives (FN) pertaining to three unique categories, namely TM, MB, and 
MS. The performance evaluation metrics of the classifier are presented in every iteration. To provide an 
example, in the first iteration, TM had a cumulative score denoted as total points (TP) of 92, MB had a 
score of 122, and MS had a score of 89. In the present iteration, the values of true negatives (TN), false 
positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) for TM, MB, and MS were 222, 2, and 7; 185, 6, and 10; and 
219, 12, and 3, correspondingly. As a result, the achieved accuracy rate was 93.80%. There is variability 
in the amount of accuracy across the iterations, with the highest recorded figure of 96.28% occurring 
during the 10th iteration. After doing a thorough analysis of all iterations, it has been ascertained that 
the mean accuracy rate stands at 94.82%. 

3.3. Results of Mask Use Classification 
Fig. 4 is a classified image for each class, whether the system detects one object or many objects. The 

results of the No Mask class classification are shown using a red box around the face, the results of the 
True Mask class classification are shown using green boxes around the face, and the results of the False 
Mask class classification are shown using a blue box around the face. 

No mask Masks are correct Wrong mask 

 

Fig. 4. Classification results 

4. Conclusion 
Based on the results of testing and discussion  of CNN hyperparameter optimization using GA for 

mask use classification, it can be concluded that the use of GA to find the value of CNN hyperparameter 
produces a model with better accuracy than the model obtained from searching using  the trial and error 
method.  The accuracy results obtained by the model by adjusting the hyperparameter value using the 
trial and error method were  92.78%, while the accuracy results obtained by the model  with the 
hyperparameter  value   of GA optimization results were 94.82  %. Improved accuracy between manual 
tuning using GA optimization by 2.04%. Although the resulting increase in accuracy is not so large, 
optimization using GA was able to reduce the number of parameters generated from 1,576,067 
parameters to 915,395. The test results show  that CNN hyperparameter optimization using GA has 
proven successful in making a better CNN model and simplifying the work in tuning  CNN 
hyperparameters because GA searches for CNN hyperparameter  combinations  automatically so it does 
not need to be done manually and repeatedly. But even so, there are still shortcomings in this study that 
can be corrected in future studies. Because in this study the CNN algorithm distinguishes one class from 
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another based on the presence or absence of nose, mouth, and chin features on the face, all objects that 
cover these features are considered masks. Therefore, the suggestion for future research is to add a 
process to distinguish masks from other objects so that the system can be more accurate and flexible 
when applied to the original state. 
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